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Introduction

1. In this statistical appendix we report the descriptive statistics for the retail supply in Great Britain of gas and electricity to domestic and small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) customers.

2. These statistics are generated primarily using information provided in response to requests sent to the Six Large Energy Firms covering domestic and SME customers.
Appendix 1: Market shares in the retail supply of gas and electricity – domestic

Customer shares of largest six suppliers – Great Britain

1. [ ]

Annual shares of domestic customers of largest six suppliers – electricity

[ ]

Note: [ ].

Annual shares of domestic customers of largest six suppliers – gas

[ ]

Note: [ ].

Industry market shares – Great Britain

2. [ ]
3. [ ]
4. [ ]
5. [ ]

Annual market shares of domestic customers using Cornwall Energy data – electricity

[ ]

Note: [ ].

Annual market shares of domestic customers using Cornwall Energy data – gas

[ ]

Note: [ ].

6. [ ]
Quarterly market shares of domestic customers using meter point data – electricity and gas
Appendix 2: Market shares in the retail supply of gas and electricity – SME

Customer shares of largest six suppliers – Great Britain

Annual shares of SME customers of largest six suppliers – electricity

[
]

Note: [
].

Annual shares of SME customers of largest six suppliers – gas

[
]

Note: [
].

7. [
]

Quarterly market shares of SME customers using meter point data – electricity

[
]

Note: [
].
Appendix 3: Average revenue by tariff type – domestic

Comparison of average revenue by tariff type

Annual weighted average revenue per kWh across the Six Large Energy Firms by tariff type for Great Britain – electricity

Source: CMA analysis.

Annual weighted average revenue per kWh across the Six Large Energy Firms by tariff type for Great Britain – gas

Source: CMA analysis.
Appendix 4: Trends in retail customer numbers – domestic

Total number of domestic customers by region

1. [×]

Total customer numbers by ‘in-areas’ vs ‘out-areas’ of supply – electricity

[×]

Note: [×].

[×]

Total customer numbers by ‘in-areas’ vs ‘out-areas’ of supply – gas

[×]

Note: [×].

[×]

Total number of domestic customers per year – by tariff type

2. [×]
3. [×]
4. [×]

Total customer numbers by standard/variable and other tariffs – electricity

[×]

Total customer numbers by standard/variable and other tariffs – gas

[×]

Popularity of different tariff types: proportion of domestic customers by tariff type

5. [×]
6. [×]
7. [×]
Monthly proportion of domestic customers by tariff type – electricity

[XXX]

Monthly proportion of domestic customers by tariff type – gas

[XXX]

Total number of domestic customers by tariff type and region

8. [XXX]

9. [XXX]

10. [XXX]

11. [XXX]

12. [XXX]

Total customer numbers by tariff type and region – electricity

[XXX]

Total customer numbers by tariff type and region – gas

[XXX]
Appendix 5: Trends in realised retail prices – domestic

1. [✂]

Trends in realised retail prices for Great Britain

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – electricity*

[✂]

Note: [✂].

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – gas*

[✂]

*Comparison of average revenue by tariff type*

*Monthly average revenue per Kw/h by tariff type (standard/variable versus other) across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – electricity*

[✂]

*Monthly average revenue per Kw/h by tariff type (standard/variable versus other) across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – gas*

[✂]

2. [✂]

*Comparison of in-area and out-of-area average revenue*

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h by supplier by in-area and out-of-area regions*

[✂]

*Comparison of in-area and out-of-area average revenue by tariff type*

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h by supplier by in-area and out-of-area regions and by tariff type (standard/variable tariffs versus other tariffs)*

[✂]
Comparison of average revenue by region by supplier incumbency status

Annual average revenue per KW/h by region by supplier incumbency status – electricity
3. 
4. 

Annual average revenue per KW/h by region by supplier incumbency status – gas
5. 
6. 
Appendix 6: Trends in realised retail prices – SME

Trends in realised retail prices for Great Britain

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – electricity*

[●●]

*Annual average revenue per Kw/h across Great Britain of largest six suppliers – gas*

[●●]
Appendix 7: Evolution of costs – domestic

Great Britain

Annual average energy costs per KW/h for Great Britain – electricity

Annual average energy costs per KW/h for Great Britain – gas

Annual average total direct costs per KW/h for Great Britain – electricity

Annual average total direct costs per KW/h for Great Britain – gas

Region

Annual average network costs per KW/h by region – electricity

Annual average network costs per KW/h by region – gas
Appendix 8: Evolution of costs – SME

Great Britain

Annual average energy costs per KW/h for Great Britain – electricity

[XXX]

Annual average energy costs per KW/h for Great Britain – gas

[XXX]

Annual average total direct costs per KW/h for Great Britain – electricity

[XXX]

Annual average total direct costs per KW/h for Great Britain – gas

[XXX]
Appendix 9: Comparison of prices and costs – domestic

1. [[X]

Annual average revenue and costs for Great Britain by supplier and fuel type

[X]
Appendix 10: Comparison of prices and costs – SME

1. [✗]
Appendix 11: Trends in external switching – domestic

1. [x]

External switching, Great Britain

2. [x]

Annual numbers of accounts gained and lost (millions) for Great Britain – electricity

[xxx]

Annual numbers of accounts gained and lost (millions) for Great Britain – gas

[xxx]

3. [x]

Monthly numbers of accounts gained and lost (millions) for Great Britain by fuel type

[xxx]

External switching by tariff type, Great Britain

4. [x]

Annual numbers of accounts gained and lost (millions) by supplier and by tariff type – electricity

[xxx]

Annual numbers of accounts gained and lost (millions) by supplier and by tariff type – gas

[xxx]

External switching by payment type, Great Britain

Annual numbers of accounts gained and lost (thousands) – electricity

[xxx]
Number of wins, by tariff type, by in-area and out-of-area

5. 

6. 

7. 

Annual number of customers won by tariff type and by in-area and-of-area – electricity

Annual number of customers won by tariff type and by in-area and-of-area – gas
Appendix 12: Trends in internal switching – domestic

Great Britain

*Annual numbers of customers switching internally – electricity*

[●●]

*Annual numbers of customers switching internally – gas*

[●●]

*Monthly numbers of customers switching internally – electricity*

[●●]

*Monthly numbers of customers switching internally – gas*

[●●]

Internal switching by tariff type, Great Britain

*Annual numbers of customers switching to standard variable tariff – electricity*

[●●]

*Annual numbers of customers switching to standard variable tariff (millions) – gas*

[●●]

*Annual numbers of customers switching to non-standard tariffs – electricity*

[●●]

*Annual numbers of customers switching to non-standard tariffs – gas*

[●●]

*Monthly numbers of customers switching to standard variable tariff – electricity*

[●●]
Monthly numbers of customers switching to standard variable tariff – gas

[☉☉]

Monthly numbers of customers switching to non-standard tariffs – electricity

[☉☉]

Monthly numbers of customers switching to non-standard tariffs (millions) – gas

[☉☉]
Internal switching outcomes for customers previously on non-standard tariffs, Great Britain

Proportion of customers switching internally to standard variable by fuel type and by year (Base: customers that were previously on no-standard tariff)

[●●]

Number of customers switching internally to standard variable and non-standard by fuel type and by year (Base: customers switching internally that were previously on no-standard tariff)

[●●]
Appendix 13: Longevity of customer relationships – domestic and SME

1. [×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier British Gas by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier EDF by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier E.ON by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier RWE by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier SP by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier SSE by fuel type – domestic

[×]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier British Gas by fuel type – SME

[×]
Longevity of customer relationship with supplier EDF by fuel type – SME

[ görünüm]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier RWE by fuel type – SME

[ görünüm]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier SP by fuel type – SME

[ görünüm]

Longevity of customer relationship with supplier SSE by fuel type – SME

[ görünüm]
Appendix 14: Trends in complaints – domestic

Total number of complaints by year across the largest six suppliers

Number of complaints by year for each of the largest six suppliers

Proportion of complaints by category by year separately for: British Gas, EDF, E.ON, SP and SSE

Proportion of complaints by category by year for: British Gas, EDF, E.ON, SP and SSE
Appendix 15: Customer acquisitions by channel

Customer acquisitions by channel, by year and by supplier: largest six suppliers and mid-tier suppliers – domestic

Legend for graphs

[]  []
Customer acquisitions by channel, by year and by supplier: largest six suppliers and mid-tier suppliers – SME

Legend for graphs

[inciple] [inciple]